2007 hyundai sonata battery

There are other situations as well. There are also specific battery post cleaners that you can
buy. They are usually less than 10 bucks at the local parts store or Wal-Mart. You can take it up
to the local parts store and have it tested. Most parts stores can test an alternator for you. If it is
you should see the battery or alternator light on, it indicates that the alternator is not creating
the necessary voltage to charge the battery. It could be a bad battery, or more likely a bad
battery cable too. Good luck running down what is causing your battery to drain in your
Hyundai Sonata. If there is anything you would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment
below. If this is the case, the first thing that you are going to want to look at is all of the lights. If
your Sonata is equipped with a glove compartment light, check and see if it is turning off.
Maybe one of the map lights is on? How about all of the accessory plugs? Is something plugged
into one of them and drawing power? Any aftermarket accessories? If not, it may be that there
is an electrical problem. Hyundai starting problem-simply no action on the ignition switch but
power to all other systems appears fine. Replaced electrical and mechanical side of ignition
switch. Also tore apart and tested all of starter and bought a new battery. Took to a Hyundai
dealership mechanic and they did not have any ideas on problem. We thought perhaps
replacing the key cylinder would finally fix the problem but it appears it not as the problem is
starting to occur again. Not sure what to try next???? James answered 7 years ago. My guess is
the starter is being starved of enough amperage. It may, like the rest of the cars electric system
be getting some amps along with 12volts, but not enough "juice". If the starter itself has a
marginal ground I. Michaelocar answered 7 years ago. Bunnys answered 6 years ago. Our
Sonata is doing the same thing. It will start without issue for weeks, then it will take 20 mins of
turning the key to get it to start for a week. All electrical works during the non starts and all
fuses and relays are good. Was going to replace the starter but have seen too many on here
throwing parts at the problem with no resolution. Will never purchase another Hyundai. The
ignition lock cylinder and the ignition lock cylinder housing Likely the solution. M, under
Hyundai case established while this vehicle was within warranty. My headlights, bright beams,
radio and clock simultaneous become disabled and any attempt in the normal course of
operating this vehicle to shift the car between park and drive causes a loud grinding noise. This
issue corrected itself after another grinding noise when shifting the gear lever into park and the
car began functioning normally. At some point out of warranty the vehicle wouldn't start from
the ignition. After replacing The ignition lock cylinder and the ignition lock cylinder housing the
issues are solved. The second car is now in the dealer I give up!!!! Where's the quality control,
Hyundais "Mute" on this issue. RAMOS1 answered 5 years ago. If the people answering these
questions would do a little research they would find this is actually a very common problem
with sonata and azera. I have the same exact problem and have tried every biy of advice I've
found but still no solution. There's even a place to file an official complaint to attempt to get a
recall. Unfortunately at the time of this post I don't remember the website. I will tell you what I
have done maybe one of these will work for you. I have cleaned the ground contacts for the
battery thrn replaced the battery replaced the solenoid and starter and a new ignition switch.
The weird thing is I could drive it casually for 5 minutes and it won't start I can drive it really
hard for 3 hours and it will start afterward. Park switch or another safety switch so the vehicle
cannot be started in gear might be killing the signal to activate starter? I'm not sure if that is the
answer the times it doesn't start I just sit there and turn the key off then try to start then off then
try to start etc I don't do anything other than that and eventually it starts. Like I've said positive
it's not the starter or battery. I'm afraid to mess around with the ignition switch on my own know
nothing about the antitheft. Someone told me to check the points just afraid it'll mess with the
antitheft system. Yes, maybe ramming the shifter around a little while trying to start it next time
it acts up may yield results. Paul William answered 5 years ago. I'm having this issue right now.
I've tried moving the shifter around I put in neutral I've come to the conclusion that this car is a
piece of crap and the company dropped it in the toilet consumers by making it affordable to
those that can afford better cars. Bunnys answered 5 years ago. We finally got rid of the Sonata
since we could not resolve this issue. We spent hours researching only to find that every blog
related to this ended up the same, no definite resolution. Just when we were ready to throw
another part at it, further research revealed that is wasn't a starter or whatever issue after all.
Lots of people paying mechanics and dealers to throw parts at it to no avail. The problem would
appear to be resolved only to resurface again days or weeks later. Turn the key on and off for 30
mins the car may or may not start, move the shifter around the car may or may not start, reset
the battery the car may or may not start, reset the security system the car may or may not start.
Non start happened in all weather, humid or dry, it happened when the car was hot or cold, the
car would start consistently for months, then not start often for months. No rhyme or reason.
We traded the car in on a new car, told the dealer there were starting issues, got a message
from the dealer the next day "whats the secret to starting this? Is it the security system? I will

never buy or recommend a Hyundai. Good luck to the rest of you! Juni answered 5 years ago. I
have a Hyundai Sonata. I just had a new problem today where, when I turned the key, nothing
happened. There was no power at all. It may be that it just decided to start. If one's car is no
longer under warranty, it may be prudent to find a good independent mechanic. I live in a town
of about 60k people, so in a bigger city one may pay more than I would have to pay, but I know
several people in rather large cities i. Good luck! I am dealing with this same problem with a
customer of mine with the same car, sonata. In my experience, this sounds like a transistorised
part such as the computer or other device. Neutral safety switches and ignition switches are
physical parts that slide into place to make contact. Any deficiencies in those would be obvious
upon inspection of the actual contact points. Contacts that are weak would cause hot-spots that
would show in the wiring or the contacts themselves. I will have to dig into a schematic to find
any transistorised parts or if the starting system is tied into the computer. If I do find a solution,
I will post it here. Danilo Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Took my sonata to the dealership, they
replaced the ignition switch and within 2 weeks it was doing the same thing. Just going to throw
this fact into the mix - but probably has no bearing whatsoever -- but after the ignition switch
was replaced, it started doing this again when my car was parked on a slight downhill slant and
the first time pre-ignition switch I always use my parking break. Since the initial time and initial
time after new ignition switch the slant of my park doesn't matter. I was parked in a level garage
and it wouldn't start all day until my boyfriend got rough with it by shoving the steering wheel,
moving the gear shift, etc. I take it back to the dealership on Monday and will request to speak
with the General Manager, then write a lengthy letter to the Consumer Assistance Center. I'm
not sure if Hyundai will issue a recall, but it couldn't hurt for each one of us who are having the
same problem to document our actions and let them know how much money we have spent
keep your receipts! One more thing Box Fountain Valley, CA The book will tell you what to
include in your correspondence. Good luck to everyone. For the average person, this may be a
bit too technical, but for a seasoned lad, this should be quite easy. This knowledge is based on
the diagram from the Haynes manual. I started by disconnecting the wire from the body control
module that ties into the starting system. I originally had a remote start switch connected to the
two leads that become connected by the starter relay. The problem still persisted. That very
quickly narrowed the search to a wire or some other part not listed in the wiring diagram
between the relay and the starter. Since then I connected the remote switch directly to the
starter and she has not yet had a moment the remote switch did not work. I will try running new
wires from the relay to the starter and see if that solves the problem. If not, I will just run new
wires directly from the ignition switch to the starter. Cheers and I hope this helps everyone else
out there. BryanCA answered 5 years ago. My Sonata has the same intermittent starting
problem that has been described by the previous posts. The Hyundai dealership does not know
what is causing the problem. I was just hours away from starting to put in what ever parts might
fix the problem starter, relay, etc. Now I'm totally confused as to what I should do next. It
appears that several people have already been in my position and have replaced all of the parts
I just mentioned. I'm not sure what to do next. If anyone has more insight, I'm all ears. Why have
these card not been recalled for these problems I'm so sick of mine doing the same thing.
Happens more when more moisture in air or when it rains And sometimes just won't start. I was
able to find a solution to my customer's problem. I replaced the starter and the problem has
disappeared. Danilo, Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Brook answered 5 years ago. I have a sonata with
this same damn issue. Ways i have gotten it to start are putting it in neutral letting car roll back
than slam it into park and bam it starts up. However obviously this isn't a fix just a way to get it
to start for you. Also I have got out vehicle set alarm wait couple seconds turn off alarm and get
it and try starting it again. Everytime my car does this either one of those has gotten my car to
start. I too am having an intermittent starting problem with my Hyundai Sonata 93, miles. I have
had the battery, alternator and starter checked and all are fine. The starter always starts when
being tested. I can drive across the street, stop and try to restart my car and it won't start. Then
I can drive for a week or more without any problems. Has anyone had a diagnostic test done for
this problem? I had every diagnostic test the dealership could perform and they could not
locate the problem. I ended up trading my car in for a Toyota. Its a total shame, but I had to
trade my sonata way before I was ready. My sonata had , miles when the ignition switch started
acting up. I feel fortunate that it didn't happen k miles ago like some of you. If it weren't for all of
the other things that went wrong in the span of 24 months transmission, condenser,
compressor, Both oils seals, set of tires, pinging noise that spark plugs didn't fix I probably
would have hung in there to find the solution but Hyundai needs to step up to the plate. BTW, I
bought a Honda. Same problem as described on Azera Wiggle the steering wheel and it starts
every time. Good Luck. Thanks, I will try that the next time it won't start. Been 2 days now since
it wouldn't start. Twice today my Hyundai Sonata wouldn't start. Wiggling the steering wheel did

not work for me. I always keep something to read with me. After a while minutes , my car
started, both time. I'm keeping a log but so far I'm unable to detect a pattern. This happens to
my Hyundai Sonata as well. This helped some the car starts way more often but still every once
in a while we need to move the shifter from park - reverse - neutral - drive and back up. If this
doesn't work we push on the back of the car rocking it back and forth times "this moves the
switch with the flywheel" then it starts every time so far. I'm wondering if contact cleaner would
help the problem. I really don't want to try to adjust the switch again. It don't want to make it
worse. Hopes this info helps someone and looking for any advice on the issue. I had the same
problem with the starter on my hyundai sonata. I first noticed that after i drove for awhile and
tried to immediately restart, nothing happened. This is after I replaced the starter after the
plastic piece broke. I thought it was some sort of an electrical issue since it was intermittent and
always started the next day but had problems restarting just after I drove for awhile. Anyways
even thought it was because of a grounding issue and added another bolt to the starter. It finally
got the intermittent starter problem resolved by replacing the starter again. I think the first
replacement starter had some type of issue that caused the intermittent no-start to happen. It
took me more than 2 months of intermittent no-start stress, before replacing the starter. Lucy
answered 4 years ago. Have you guys thought about the security system maybe being the
problem or the chip in the key not being read? Randy answered 4 years ago. I believe it does
have to do with the factory security John. But what part. My 3. It does something new now
though. Interior beeping as if the keys are in the ignition but there not. Doors won't lock. But it
starts like a champ. When it's not beeping it will start if im lucky. If not i wait and after 5 minutes
or so it will start. I started keeping a log of non-starts. A bargain! After 8 months of dealing with
this, it starts every time now. If this changes, I will let you know. A Travis. Patricia answered 4
years ago. I'm having the same problem with my car. Any advise. To repair it. Several people
above have had success with replacing the starter. That worked for me. Beryl answered 4 years
ago. I have developed the same issues, with sporadic not starting and finally, it stopped starting
all together. I noticed that when my son tried to start it, even when he stepped on the brakes, I
had no brake lights either. Since you need to step on the brake to complete the circuit to the
starter, I think that this issue has more to do with the brake switch than the starter. Any
thoughts? NCarroll answered 4 years ago. Had this same issue for years. Turn key lights come
on but nothing else happens starter relay would click in fuse box under hood. Could wiggle gear
shift or steering wheel or wait 5 minutes then it would all of the sudden work. Well finally one
day it didn't work. My husband is a mechanic so now ok it wont work we can find the issue.
Turns out wire connecting to solenoid has bad connection. Tested by unplugging the solenoid
and insert spade connector he used a fuse would not stay in no drag at all. Broke plastic away
from connector on wire tested on solenoid very loose no drag at all he solder connection at
solenoid. FIXED hasn't failed yet! Please try this before investing a bunch of money. He is the
best and I best this will fix a lot of these issues. Im here in Calif. Eric answered 3 years ago.
NCorrol is spot on! GuruTXP4 answered 3 years ago. My daughter has a Sonota. She ran into
this starting problem. I changed the battery , then the starter. Worked for one week then
stopped working. Went to give the car a jump and noticed the jumper cables didn't arc when
attaching them. I attached the negative jumper cable to the battery post the other end to the
engine block , the car started. I removed the negative battery cable from the body and sanded
the paint off the body and the end of the cable and bolted it back up. Then I located the body to
engine block cable front of engine removed it and cleaned connections on both ends. Working
so far. So all the trouble was a bad ground! GuruGYP4 answered 3 years ago. My Sonata started
with this problem about 3 months ago. It starts most of the time but about once a month when
you try to start it, nothing. Moved the steering around and then the shifter and then it starts.
Don't want to put a lot of unnecessary parts on it that sounds like it won't fix the problem. It
sounds like Hyundai doesn't feel that there is some kind of problem. Any other solutions?
Guru9SDQ9 answered 3 years ago. I've found that changing the steering wheel position will
allow the key to start the car sometimes it's rough to move, but I force it. I haven't taken it in yet
to see what kind of fix it needs. I may call Hyundai after reading all these reports to see if they
ever issued a recall. R answered 3 years ago. Replace the starter. My wife has an iphone and
experience same issues as well. Any idea what might be the issue? I have Hyundai Sonata with
same starting problems!! I read this post as I sat in my kids cold unstarted Sonata looking for
answers. Selling this car as soon as I get home!! Guru59LJP answered 3 years ago. Video on
youtube states that a connector to starter probably not making contact or wire is broken. Try
that first and see if it fixes the problem. I had the issue just now. Mechanical key wouldn't turn
for 29 minutes. Read the post where "getting rough with the steering wheel" resolved it. Tried to
turn the steering wheel, and found that it was torqued to one side, likely because the tire was
pressed up against a curb. When i turned the steering wheel in both directions while turning the

key, it started. Guy told me theres a procedure to start the p. Stick the key in turn it to the on
position A , wait for 2 or 3 chirps B , then turn ignition switch over to start position C and it
USED to start every time. And if you shut the car off you'll hear a single chirp. I must wait to
hear the single chirp before attempting to start it again. And if you get in and just immediately
try and start the car without waiting for the double chirp at all, it won't start. Is this just me or
are they all like this? BTW the car didnt come with a key fob. I thinking of replacing the fob first
try to sync or reset the transponder if it has one. This is my first, no crank, no start issue. Nick
answered 2 years ago. The Hyundai Sonata intermittent start issue is commonly encountered
and discussed on forums. You open the door, get in the car, put the key in the ignition, turn it to
start, aaaaaaand nothing happens. In my case, none of these were appropriate fixes. It has to do
with the way you lock and unlock the vehicle. LLizmom answered 2 years ago. She had the
entire engine replaced a year ago, due to catastrophic engine failure, compliments of Hyundai.
Now this. I read all of the information here and decided to start with replacing the key remote
battery and the car is starting fine today I also told her to get rid of the heavy key chain and
swapped out her key for the spare although both worked today. We will never buy a Hyundai
again. GuruWMN48 answered 2 years ago. I have a Hyundai Sonata While driving car sometimes
lost power and right after power came back. Next day car was OK. Last time car could not start
for two days, than was OK again. In the shop I spent almost two hundred dollars and they said
that they do not see any problem, After that car was loosing power for seconds again. I took car
to the best mechanic you can imagine. Smart man that specializes in car electronics. He found
the problem immediately. It was fuel pump, that has five connectors and one connector was
burned, almost melted. It was fuel pump problem. SFL50 answered 2 years ago. We all need to
call consumer protection and demand a recall. Federal comsumer protection agency. My 06
sonata has had this issue for a couple years. I'm pretty convinced it has to do with the theft
deterrent system deactivating the ignition. All you have to do is hold the key in the start position
and it will eventually start. Don't cycle back and forth with the key just hold it in start position.
The longest mine takes to start is 1min 30sec. It always works and has never failed. It's
annoying to have to wait but no one seems to be able to fix. This applies to sonatas and other
years of that body style. GuruBY2SJ answered 2 years ago. The intermittent start is now
happening to me. I've emailed Hyundai America. This is such a dangerous problem, obviously
one of several with the Sonata. Mine is a with less than 70, miles. I'm disgusted and
disappointed in this company. These vehicles should be recalled! GuruB8QLC answered 2
years ago. This affects cars equipped with a six-speed automatic transmission. Additionally, the
malfunction indicator light may illuminate on the dash. A diagnostic scan reveals a problem
with the range sensor switch or circuit, revealing a problem with either the switch or the wiring
of the circuit. Rohan answered 2 years ago. There was no power to my ignition switch, so i
replace the starter on my Sonata with , miles. After reading the threads, I decided to check for a
ground problem. I attached the jumper cable from the negative terminal to the engine block.
This gave me power inside the car and the car started on the first turn of the ignition switch. So
clean the ground wires from the battery and i hold this was helpfull. Saint50 answered about a
year ago. GuruWMN48 answered about a year ago. I have my Sonata fixed! Finally, by the best
mechanic. It was the fuel pump that has five connectors and one connector was burned almost
melted. It runs fine right now with no problems. Before, it was losing power on the road,
sometimes it could not start even for 2 days. After two days it was fine, but once a while, it was
losing power again. It could not start for one hour or two and again and again. So the car was
not always getting gasoline because of bad one connector on the fuel pump. Best regards to
you all. I hope you will have no more problems with Sonata. I feel that most Sonatas has the
same issue with bad connector on the fuel pump. This is why car is losing power sometime or
can not start. After is OK,, but same problem appears back again, and again. So you need to
change the fuel pump. Bunnys answered about a year ago. Many have thought that their Sonata
was "fixed" only to find that the issue started again. Since the problem is intermittent, and may
start for weeks in a row before any repairs, please update us in 2 months and tell us how it is
going. My car was fixed 11 months ago. Since this time I never had any problems. Starts and go
smoothly. He was right! I am sure these Sonatas have the same issue with bad connector on the
fuel pump. He did 3x different test and he knew that fuel pump is partially bad. He is the real
Master! GuruH43NL answered about a year ago. I recently had similar problems with my Sonata
3. One morning I went out to start it after driving it home the night before, and it wouldn't crank.
I heard a good strong click but nothing happened. Pulled the starter and took it to Advance
Auto. It tested good. Reinstalled the starter. Decided to try jumping it just to verify. Wouldn't
crank in Park but managed to get it to start in neutral after a few failed attempts. I thought it
might be the neutral safety switch. Went back to Advance Auto, bought a switch, and quit for
the night. Next morning, I decided to try starting it just to verify it wasn't working. It started in

Park on the first attempt. Decide to read some more here online. I remembered the starter pigtail
connection sliding in and out very easily. I thought be the source of the problem. I pulled the
starter back out, squeezed the connector closed slightly with needle nose pliers, and
reinstalled. It's been a week. No problems since. GuruH6GB8 answered about a year ago.
EwaHawk answered about a year ago. Pull the battery cables off. Clean them then reattach well.
This resets the car alarm system and brings power back to ignition. SergioVic answered 7
months ago. I have an 09 Zahra, had the same problem! So I read this thread prior to putting any
parts on it and as I see, a lot of you are getting driven crazy by this problem. Again, having the
same problem, intermittent starts whenever it felt. I sat there and jiggle the key, put it in park
and neutral and back and park again, moved the steering wheel, and then all of a suddenâ€¦ It
started! Anybody who knows anything about electricalComponents that use brushes, you know
brushes have to be in good shape in order to power your tool or any other component. And just
like a tool, the starter has brushes inside of it as well. The motor is going around inside around
these brushes, or insid the brushes, and just like And eraser on a pencil,these brushes get
worn. GuruJ4YF6 answered 7 months ago. My son has a Sonata and had a problem recently
where it would not start He had it towed to a mechanic and they found some anti theft device
was loose. Once they resolved that it starts fine. I hope this helps someone in the future. To
those of you reading this take a listen, my neighbor started having this issue with his at k so he
brought it over to me. Turns out the security system goes wonky over time and doesn't
deactivate like it should it has a minute delay. It works vice versa too because the keys in these
cars do not have a chip, so if you lock it with the key you have to unlock it with the key.
Basically if you lock it with the fob the security is activated but when you go to unlock it with
the manual key there is no RF chip so it can't deactivate the security signal sent by the fob.
That's why disconnecting the battery will "fix" the issue for awhile, same with all the other
"repairs" because it's not mechanical it's an electrical gremlin in the theft system
CaptainJonJack answered 3 months ago. The starter of my Sonata will not operate when I turn
the key. If I get out and rock the car forward and backwards it will then start. What is the deal?
Also tore apart and tested a Car won't start and no noise but everything else comes on. Been to
a mechanic who did a lot of work but it did not change the fact that the car sometimes won't
start. Any ideas? My car runs fine normally with no issues stalling or killing the motor. When I
need to put gas in my car it will not start. I have to crank the motor until it starts but it will stall
immediately un I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Car won't do anything when you try to
start it, happens intermittently, not always. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Hyundai Sonata question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Hyundai Sonata Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for
Sale. I have a Sonata. Repeated attempts can turn them off, but you have to check the car in a
hour to see if they have come back on. The dealer stated this was a known defect of the fuse
box assy, but there is no recall. Without an alternative, I am considering ordering the assy and
changing myself. I have a lot of electrical experience, but very little car experience. Has anyone
made this repair or have an alternative to it? Thank you. Do you know any more details about
this issue? You should be able to find some info about this problem on the net. If the dealer
does not take care of the problem right away, I would suggest finding a good local Independent
mechanic. Ask your friends and neighbors for their recommendations of a mechanic that knows
what they are doing. No warranty. I checked other places online. It seems to keep coming back
to this fuse box as the source of the issue. I was told by the dealer that was the issue. I am
waiting to hear back from Hyundai. I found another comment that said the relay control for the
lights is integrated into this fuse box. Unless those things are integral of the fuse box, it is hard
to believe it needs to truly be replaced. It usually consists of just wires and terminalsâ€¦. I would
be more inclined to say the problem is with the multifunction switch as this switch has two
contacts. One for the parking lights and onefor the head lights. The multifunction switch is the
last component that controls the parking lights. Before the multifunction switch is the Body
Control Module. Unfortunately it is not the headlight switch. It is the relay which is located
inside of the fuse box. But the whole fuse box needs to be replaced inorder to fix this problem.
The dealer said that this is a known defect and if I would like to purchase one they have lots in
stock. I have notified Hyundai. Waiting to hear back and also put a complaint in with DOT
vechocle safety. The dealer stated this was a known defect Sounds more like the dealer is just
putting you off. Is your car under any kind of warranty? I would start by contacting Hyundia. So
how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't

waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us.
Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this
page. Add Complaint. ESC off button randomly turns on and stays on but my brakes are
working fine and everything is working fine. I first noticed the valve cover gasket leaking onto
the alternator at about , miles and at And had the alternator replaced after it failed because of
the oil leaking onto it at , Luckily I just drove by my mechanics garage at about 50 mph and
about a mile passed his garage the car started to buck and stall and all the dash board lights
were flashing along with the cd turning on and off along with the seat belt light which was
flashing on and off when it was buckled for about 1 month prior to this failure. I actually made it
to his garage before it shut down in his parking lot. Vehicle was taken to Hyundai because the
airbag light was illuminated, and the passenger seat belt reminder light would blink when no
one was in the seat. After a diagnostic test, the dealership advised this was due to a faulty
airbag sensor in the passenger seat, that was part of the actual seat. A quick google search also
showed a plethora of other complaints in regards to this issue. Hyundai could not tell me if this
issue would affect my airbag system or not. Thank you. Search CarComplaints. When I exit my
car and my headlight are turned to off position and close door, my running lights stay on. Which
I have jad to chargr my battery due yo this. So er thought it was the headlamp switch. Still
having the same problem. So looked up the problem and found a couple different forums
stating that this is a relay problem. The biggest problem is that this relay is integrated into the
fuse box. So in order fpr this problem to be fixed I am told I have to replace a fuse box. I am not
the only one with thos issue. This happenes every time I exit my vechicle after driving it. This
needs to be recalled. I have gotten hit in the head. This should also be on recall. My air bag light
has been on for over a year. Come to find out my air bag control module is faulty. An ase
certified mechanic gracefully checked my air bag codes for free. This is now putting my life and
anyone riding with me in danger seeing as none of my air bags will deploy. According to several
forums I've seen, this is not a new problem. Hyundai needs to send out a recall on something
that should never fail. My vehicle has never been in a collision. April 3, Two years ago we
replaced the alternator in our car. Suddenly we are having issues with the battery light and seat
belt warning lights coming on and off or staying on. We went online to see if there were
complaints or issues of the same kind. We find that others have complained with the oil valve
and alternator problem as well as the indicator lights coming on and off or staying on. So we
took the alternator out and returned it because thankfully it was still under warranty. Therefore,
this is now the third alternator for our car. However, if this is an ongoing problem, we want to be
part of documented cases with the same issue. As of today, the car is running fine with the
newest alternator. Our frustration is with the fact that this is the second one in two years to
have to be replaced because of whatever reason. While driving the ESC off light comes on and
the brake lights stay on while driving. When there is moisture in the air, my car battery and seat
belt warning lights come on. I lose my power steering, my wipers go very slow and a belt starts
to squeal. Also, after about 30 minutes, the radio stops working and all indicator lights come on.
When it is raining, I am unable to use my defrost or air conditioning as well. The contact owns a
Hyundai Sonata. The contact stated that the instrument panel became inoperable and the brake
lights failed without warning. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The contact mentioned
that the vehicle was previously serviced per NHTSA campaign numbers: 09V services brakes,
hydraulic and 09V exterior lighting. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure
mileage was , One morning on my way to work, I placed the key in the ignition switch and tried
to start the vehicle, but it would not start. I turned the key over several times and it finally
started up. This happened on several different occasions whether I was at home, work, or
anywhere in public. I thought it was the starter based on my experience with other vehicles and
I was going to have it replaced. Then I started having issues getting into the car. I would try to
unlock the driver's door with the key and it would not unlock the first time. I would have to
unlock it again essentially unlocking all of the doors and then they would lock. I also started
having issues locking the car doors from inside the car. I would press the lock switch on the
driver's door and all of the doors would lock except for the driver's door. It only locks if I
manually push the lock switch. I decided to research the issue so I went and read some online
discussion boards. There were hundreds of people who had the same issue and I figured that
perhaps it was a bad sensor so I took the car to a Hyundai dealer. I asked them to diagnose the
problem and they came back and said that the electrical system needed to be replaced. They
told me that eventually I would not be able to use the key and that I might not be able to get in
the car or start it again because of this issue. On a separate issue, whenever it rains water gets
in the trunk gate. When I lift the trunk gate up water comes running down into the trunk. I have
had to lift it up one quarter, then half way, then three quarters way allowing water to run down
along the track and out of the trunk gate. If I am luck only a handful of water ever makes it into

the trunk. My valve cover gasket leaked oil onto the alternator and caused it to fail prematurely.
My research has uncovered many Hyundai vehicles having recalls with the same engine specs
but Sonata is not covered. Why is this? Same problem as described in 14V Hyundai veracruz
recall. Can cause sudden failure. The car battery has died several times because of this
problem. Numerous issues from almost day one with this car. Dealership brushed it off as
'someone sitting in the seat incorrectly'. Had to have fuel system replaced at one point because
car completely died while driving with plenty of fuel. On at least a monthly basis we are
replacing 1 or 2 lights. We've been pulled over numerous times because a light has failed.
Driver side visor is starting to do the same. ESC off light contines to come on and off
intermittently. Also the transmission locks into park and wont release the transmission to go
into drive without pushing the shift lock release button. Then once in drive you have to push the
button again to put the car back into park. The contact stated that while driving at various
speeds, the occupant classification system became disabled when an adult was seated on the
front passenger side seat. The front passenger air bag light illuminated. The contact mentioned
that the air bag light illuminated, shutting off all air bags within the vehicle. However, the
remedy failed to repair the vehicle. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure
mileage was 72, Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. David Hobbs helped
make these videos. The video above shows you how to replace the battery in your Hyundai
Sonata. We recommend changing the battery in Hyundais every 4 years. Although some
batteries last much longer, most batteries begin breaking down chemically after four years, so
you could experience dimmer headlights and other negative effects before you have a dead
battery in your Sonata that you need to replace. Replacing the battery in your Sonata involves
removing the terminals. When you reconnect the terminals, your radio presets are likely to be
cleared out. In some Sonatas, you may need to re-enter a security code to get your radio to
work again. Check for this code in your owners manual - it will usually be either a sticker or
small card in the booklet. If you can't find it, call Hyundai and they will give you the code for
free. In many Hyundais, the transmission "learns" how you drive over time and makes
adjustments, so you may experience altered driving dynamics as your car re-learns your driving
style after changing the battery. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers
how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the
majority of cars on the road. Cars burn, leak and otherwise dispense of their oil. Check your
level frequently and top up when necessary. Carmakers are hiding interior fuse boxes all over
the place these days - see how to check your interior fuses here! Did you know that the sun
wears out wiper blades faster than rain? Replace your blades twice a year. Car companies often
use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car
by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system
selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video
displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good
idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools.
Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their
cars. Change an engine fuse. If you have an electrical component that doesn't work, try
replacing the fuse first. Oil level check. Check for a blown interior fuse. Replace your wiper
blades. See all videos for the Hyundai Sonata. We have a massive and growing video library, but
we don't have everything Purchasing for a business? Apply for a free business account!
Related Products for " Hyundai Sonata V6 3. To promote recycling, this is a refundable deposit
on the p
2005 honda civic fuse diagram
gmc canyon owners manual
toyota corolla wiring diagram 1996
urchase. Return the old battery core to receive the refund. Help is just a phone call away! We
strive to provide the best price available on BatteriesPlus. Store pricing may vary from the price
advertised on BatteriesPlus. All registered trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Duracell is a registered trademark of Duracell U. Operations, Inc. Skip to main content.
Need help? Call Log In or Register. Your Store. Select Your Store. Your Account. Login or
Signup. Own a Store Business Accounts. Refine Search. Brand Show Results. Duracell Ultra 2.
X2Power 1. Color Show Results. Blue Top 1. Lead Acid Type Show Results. Deep Cycle 1.
Starting 3. List View Grid View. Vehicle Specific. Brand: Duracell Ultra. Lead Acid Type: Starting.
Cold Cranking Amps: Warning: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - QTY Add to Cart. Vehicle
Alternative. Brand: X2Power. Format: BCI Group Capacity: 60AH. Sign up to receive our emails.
First Name. Last Name. Email Address. Let's Stay Connected. Your Cart.

